The power of tears: Observers’ brain responses show that tears provide unambiguous signals independent of scene context
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ABSTRACT

Only humans produce emotional tears, a fact that has been linked to triggering empathy, social bonding, and providing support in observers. Consequently, either the tears themselves play a crucial role in eliciting such behavior, or, alternatively, the negative context in which they are shed is responsible for these observers’ reactions. The present study investigates whether the context in which we see an individual cry influences our perception of tears. We exposed participants (N = 13) to compound stimuli of faces with or without tears, combined with positive, negative, and scrambled backgrounds, while their brain activity was measured using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Findings reveal that the lateral occipital gyrus responds to the presence of tears but that the contextual information does not influence this reaction; furthermore, tears appear to facilitate interpreting emotional facial expressions when combined with a positive context. These findings indicate that tears are a robust, unambiguous signal, the perception of which is insensitive to context but can still contribute to the context interpretation. This feature sets tears apart from other facial emotional expressions. This is likely due to their crucial evolutionary role as one of the foremost indicators of discomfort, signaling a need for help and their power to forge a bond between people.

1. Introduction

Experiments using compound stimuli combining a face and a background scene with the same emotional valence (i.e., congruent stimuli) yielded consistent support for context influencers on facial expressions (de Gelder et al., 2006). Emotional congruency of the faces and the background resulted in faster and more accurate recognition of the person’s emotion (Diéguez-Risco et al., 2013; Kret and de Gelder, 2010; Kret and de Gelder, 2010; Reschke et al., 2017; Righart and de Gelder, 2008b; Xu et al., 2017), lower early-processing ERP component N170 (Hietanen and Astikainen, 2013; Righart and de Gelder, 2006, 2008a, but see Diéguez-Risco et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2017), higher late-processing late positive potential (LPP) (Diéguez-Risco et al., 2013; Kret and de Gelder, 2010; Kret and de Gelder, 2010; Xu et al., 2017), higher late-processing late positive potential (LPP) (Diéguez-Risco et al., 2013; Kret and de Gelder, 2010; Kret and de Gelder, 2010; Xu et al., 2017), and higher steady-state visually evoked potential (ssVEP) (Wieser and Keil, 2014), when compared to incongruent stimuli. Similar congruency effects have also been shown with fMRI when combining emotional faces with emotional bodies (Poyo Solanas et al., 2018). Furthermore, recent research demonstrated that the impact of the context in which the face is presented plays a more prominent role when the facial expression is ambiguous. When Lee et al. (2012) used morphed faces, highly
ambiguous faces were more likely to be perceived as fearful when presented with negative backgrounds, and as neutral when combined with a positive context. This effect was less strong when the facial expressions were clear.

Studies investigating the effect of background on face perception generally use fearful stimuli (Kret and de Gelder, 2010; Righart and de Gelder, 2006, 2008a, 2008b; Sinke et al., 2012; van den Stock et al., 2014a,b; Wieser and Keil, 2014; Xu et al., 2015, 2017), angry (Kret et al., 2013; Kret and de Gelder, 2010) or disgusted faces (Reschke et al., 2017; Righart and de Gelder, 2008b), contrasted with neutral or happy expressions. Specifically concerning tear perception, a recent study using eye-tracking reported that tears attracted visual attention and that tearful faces received longer gaze time. The presence of tears led to greater perceived emotional intensity (Picó et al., 2020a). The study thus shows that tears convey a message without the explicit need to identify the specific emotion that possibly caused them, suggesting that tear perception is a relatively autonomous process that is not under voluntary attentional control. However, to date, no study has systematically investigated the impact of the emotional context on the perception of tears.

Only humans produce emotional tears (Gracanin et al., 2018; Rotenberg and Vingerhoets, 2012; Vingerhoets et al., 2013; Vingerhoets and Bylsma, 2016). The type of triggers, extent, and frequency, however, change over the lifespan: infants and children cry loudly and due to distress, pain, or need, whereas adults cry less often, less vocally, and usually due to more contextual and intrinsic reasons (Rotenberg and Vingerhoets, 2012). The most frequent triggers of adult tears include conflict, loss, grief, defeat, or failure, but also positive events, such as due to more contextual and intrinsic reasons (Rottenberg and Vingerhoets, 2016). The type of triggers, extent, and frequency, however, change over the lifespan: infants and children cry loudly and due to distress, pain, or need, whereas adults cry less often, less vocally, and usually due to more contextual and intrinsic reasons (Rotenberg and Vingerhoets, 2012). The most frequent triggers of adult tears include conflict, loss, grief, defeat, or failure, but also positive events, such as due to more contextual and intrinsic reasons (Rottenberg and Vingerhoets, 2016). Studies using a variety of experimental approaches yielded consistent and increasing evidence that tears serve specific interpersonal functions (Picó et al., 2020b; Zickfeld et al., 2021). The emotional valence of sad, tearful faces is recognized faster than that of faces with the same expression, but without tears (Balsters et al., 2013; Gracanin et al., 2021; Picó et al., 2020b; Provine et al., 2009). Tearful individuals are also perceived as more helpful by others and more likely to be helped, which encourages social bonding (Stadel et al., 2019; Vingerhoets, van de Ven and van der Velden, 2016; Zickfeld et al., 2021). Finally, there is suggestive evidence that individuals who cry for appropriate, valid reasons are perceived as warmer, as well as more honest and reliable (Picó et al., 2020b; van Roeyen et al., 2020).

Whereas the studies mentioned above all used self-reports and/or behavioral techniques, each with well-known limitations, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies may provide additional insight into the behavioral intentions of observers of crying. The first steps in this direction were made by researchers who demonstrated that, when listening to recordings of crying adults, the activation of the left amygdala was stronger compared to that of the right amygdala. In contrast, the right insula was more active than the left insula (Sander and Scheich, 2005). These results are in line with the functional role of the mentioned regions; the insula is known to be involved in emotional processing, empathy, and social cognition, but also auditory processing, including sound detection and processing of non-verbal sounds (for an overview see Gogolla, 2017; Uddin et al., 2017). The right insula shares stronger connections to the auditory cortex and the amygdala than the left insula, which might explain the stronger activation in the mentioned study (Zhang et al., 2019). Although both amygdalas are associated with emotional processing, only damage to the left amygdala seems to disrupt the processing of vocal affective information (Frühholz et al., 2015).

The exposure of adults to auditory stimuli of crying infants elicited a stronger reaction in the amygdala than the sounds of crying adults (Sander et al., 2007) and control sounds (Riem et al., 2011, 2012). Furthermore, gender effects were observed between participants when listening to crying and laughing sounds of infants; activations in the amygdala and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) were significantly stronger in women than in men (Sander et al., 2007). ACC shares strong connections to the limbic areas, including the amygdala, and is generally associated with emotional regulation and processing; in particular, it is active during induced sadness or pain, social information and empathy (for an overview see Bush et al., 2000; Lavin et al., 2013; Lockwood, 2016; Stevens et al., 2011)). From an evolutionary perspective, especially its association with pain and empathy might explain the stronger activation related to crying infants, given the gender differences in empathy (Christov-Moore et al., 2014).

More recent studies focusing on the visual domain showed that the perception of infant tears resulted in stronger brain activation than when perceiving adult tears, although not in the amygdala, but in different areas. More precisely, this concerned the occipital cortex (namely the lateral occipital gyrus, precuneus, superior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, and superior and middle frontal gyrus). Adult tears resulted in the activation within one significant cluster, including the lateral occipital cortex (LOC) and occipital pole (Riem et al., 2017). The LOC is susceptible to visual and emotional salience, rather than arousal (Kuniecki et al., 2018; Todd et al., 2012), indicating that a stronger activation during tear perception might indicate a clearer emotional expression.

The present study aims to replicate the findings related to adult tear perception found in a previous study (Riem et al., 2017) but then expand it by evaluating the valence-dependent context effects on tear perception. When comparing faces with tears to faces without tears, we expect to find activation in LOC. Furthermore, since negative events more commonly result in weeping (Denckla et al., 2014) and might potentially result in stronger empathic reactions, we hypothesize that perceiving crying adults in negative circumstances will result in stronger activation in tear perception related regions, compared to the perception of tears due to positive reasons. On the other hand, research suggests that tears clarify the facial expression and add meaning to it (Balsters et al., 2013; Gracanin et al., 2021; Provine et al., 2009), so the additional information carried by the context might be questionable. Evolutionary speaking, there is little doubt that vocal crying presents a strong signal of need (Newman, 2007), essential for an infant’s survival. However, the function of emotional tears for adults is less clear (Gracanin et al., 2018). If tears indeed are an absolute, unmistakable strong signal (e.g., Gracanin et al., 2021), they may be expected to remove the ambiguity, and therefore additional context information is no longer needed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Fifteen female participants (age range 19–27, mean = 21.5, SD = 2.45; one left-handed) were recruited on the Maastricht University campus. After completing an anonymous online screening form, these participants were chosen based on their high score on an empathy questionnaire (Interpersonal Reactivity Index (Davis, 1980)). They also had a high score on their self-evaluation of crying proneness in several different scenarios (e.g., the death of a person, reunion; Crying Proneness Scale (Denckla et al., 2014)). High empathy and crying proneness were relevant for a different study, conducted in the second half of the same scanning session, where we hoped to solicit tears in the participants. This other study is not discussed in the current manuscript. It is important to emphasize that the already demonstrated gender-specific processing of crying stimuli (Sander et al., 2007), gender-specific empathic processing (Christov-Moore et al., 2014), and the overall high empathy scores of the participants might have
influenced stimuli perception and processing, which could limit the generalization of the present findings to the general population. Exclusion criteria were MRI contraindications and an affective disorder diagnosis. Two participants were later excluded from the study due to excessive movement in the scanner, resulting in the final sample of thirteen participants (age range 19–27, mean = 21.6, SD = 2.6; one left-handed). All participants provided written informed consent and received compensation for their participation. The experimental procedures were applied under the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the local ethical committee.

2.2. Stimuli

We used compound stimuli consisting of full-color images (size 800 × 500 pixels) of a face overlaid on a background (see Fig. 1). They were presented on a grey screen (1920 × 1200 pixels) and were replaced by a white fixation cross during rest periods when no image was displayed. The pictures of the faces represented crying persons, either with or without tears (“tear” and “no-tear” condition, respectively). In the “no-tear” condition, the tears were digitally removed from the picture, allowing the use of the same photos of the individuals in both conditions. The images of crying faces that displayed real emotional reactions to an art show were used in previous studies (Riem et al., 2017; Vingeberhoets et al., 2016). We used eight male and eight female targets, with clearly visible tears and mainly neutral facial expressions (although completely neutral expressions could not be guaranteed due to the nature of the image acquisition, i.e., the reactions were not acted or otherwise instructed).

Different background images were used to provide either a positive or negative context in which the person was crying. They were divided into three categories: cars, buildings, and events. Negative backgrounds consisted of car wrecks, burning houses, and funerals, respectively, and positive backgrounds represented wedding cars, island beach houses, and birthday parties. To control for the effect of the background content on tear perception, the positive and negative background images were individually Fourier phase-scrambled using a custom script (Matlab R2016a, MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) and used as a third background condition.

Background images were validated before the beginning of the study by an independent sample of 20 female participants. The initial 64 backgrounds were categorized into four pairs of positive and negative categories: wedding cars and car wrecks, island beach houses and burning houses, funerals and birthday parties, and destroyed homes and nurseries, respectively. For each image, the label that best described it had to be selected; the options included “neutral,” “disgust,” “fear,” “happy,” and “sad.” Then the strength of the selected emotion was rated on a five-point scale, where “1” meant “very weak” and “5” meant “very strong.” Finally, the valence was determined on a five-level scale, with “1” indicating “very negative” and “5” “very positive.” We excluded all images rated as either positive (score of 4 or 5) or negative (score of 1 or 2) by less than 70% of the participants. Next, the top-rated four images in each category were selected and, based on the highest average score of each category, the pictures of destroyed homes and nurseries were removed, leaving three category pairs: wedding cars and car wrecks, island beach houses and burning houses, and funerals and birthday parties.

2.3. Paradigm

Participants were scanned using a 3 T Siemens Prisma Fit scanner in Scannexus, Maastricht University. Once the participants were lying comfortably in the scanner, stimuli were back-projected on a screen at the back of the bore using PsychoPy software (version 1.84) (Peirce, 2007), with a viewing distance of ~75 cm. Images were pseudorandomized so that each block included four images, which were matched in gender, tear presence, and background valence. This resulted in 12 different conditions. No compound stimulus was presented twice in a session. Within each 3800 ms block, four images were presented. Each was displayed briefly for 800 ms, followed by a 200 ms fixation cross before the next image was shown. Every run consisted of three repetitions of each condition, and four catch trials, summing up to 40 blocks, which were pseudorandomly presented and separated by a jittered rest period of 12.16 s (±1.33 s). Participants were asked to pay attention to the displayed images and to press a button with their right index finger whenever they saw a red triangle presented on a face (i.e., catch trial). The catch trials (10% of all trials), which consisted of a standard compound stimulus with an added red triangle on the face, were used to ensure that the participants were indeed paying attention to the stimuli. Most of the trials thus required merely passive viewing; no other behavioral data were collected during scanning.

The data of three participants consisted of only three functional runs due to technical problems, the rest of the participants completed four runs each.

![Fig. 1. Examples of stimuli. Compound stimuli consisted of faces with tears or with digitally removed tears and of backgrounds that were either negative, positive, or scrambled. The stimuli included both male and female faces.](attachment:image)
2.4. Complementary questionnaires

After the scanning session, the participants were asked to fill in an online questionnaire in which the faces were presented separately from the backgrounds. Participants rated facial expressions of each face by indicating the perceived valence on a five-point scale, with 1 meaning “very negative” and 5 corresponding to “very positive.”

2.5. MRI data acquisition

Anatomical T1-weighted data of 13 participants were acquired using a 3 T scanner with a 64-channel coil with the following parameters: Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) sequence, repetition time = 2300 ms, echo time = 2.98 ms, Generalized Autocalibrating Partial Parallel Acquisition (GRAPPA) = 2, 192 slices, 1 mm isotropic, flip angle = 9°, field of view = 256 × 256 mm2, inversion time = 900 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256.

The anatomical data of the remaining two participants were collected with a T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE sequence with different parameters (repetition time = 2400 ms, echo time = 2.34 ms, field of view = 223 × 223 mm2, matrix = 320 × 320, 256 sagittal slices in a single slab, inversion time = 1000 ms, flip angle = 8°, GRAPPA = 2, 0.7 mm3 isotropic) due to the requirements of another study. These data were first down-sampled to match the 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 resolution of the other anatomical datasets.

Functional scans covered the whole brain and were acquired with a T2*-weighted gradient echo EPI sequence (repetition time = 1330 ms, echo time = 30 ms, 63 slices without gap, 2 mm3 isotropic, flip angle = 67°, multiband = 3, GRAPPA = 2, field of view = 200 × 200 mm2, matrix size = 100 × 100, phase encoding direction: anterior to posterior) (Feinberg et al., 2010). To correct for EPI distortion, five additional volumes were acquired before every run in the opposite phase encoding direction (posterior to anterior).

2.6. MRI preprocessing

The (f)MRI analysis was performed with BrainVoyager (version 20.4, Brain Innovation B.V., Maastricht, the Netherlands). Using COPE plugin, functional data were first corrected for EPI distortion in the anterior-posterior phase-encoding direction. The preprocessing included a slice scan time correction with sinc interpolation, 6-dimensional motion correction using trilinear/sinc interpolation, temporal high pass filtering with frequency-space filter cut-off value of 0.01 Hz, and no initial spatial smoothing. The data from the first functional run were aligned with the anatomical data of each participant. Later runs were aligned to the first functional run to assure a satisfactory spatial alignment. Anatomical and functional runs were normalized into Talairach space, keeping the original resolution of 1 and 2 mm3 isotropic, respectively. A Gaussian spatial smoothing kernel of 6 mm was then applied to each run of the functional data.

2.7. Analysis

The data collected with the online questionnaires after the scanning were analyzed using SPSS (version 24, I.B.M. Corp.). A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to check if the presented images were perceived as different in terms of emotional valence when comparing tearful faces to faces with digitally removed tears and between genders.

The fMRI analysis was performed by first fitting a random-effects general linear model to the group data with 20 predictors; all 12 conditions (combination of tear presence, gender, and background), catch trials, six z-transformed motion predictors included as nuisance predictors, and a constant. Next, random-effects analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed by defining “tear,” “gender,” and “background” as within-subject factors. The resulting volume maps were initially set to p = 0.001, and the minimum cluster size threshold corresponding to a cluster-level false-positive (α) of 0.05 was applied after performing a Monte-Carlo simulation with 5000 iterations for each map.

Betas of resulting significant activation within clusters were then extracted per participant, cluster, and condition for each factor and interaction and imported into SPSS. A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to calculate simple main effects for interactions to determine the effects of one variable on a specific level of a different variable.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

3.1.1. In the scanner

Out of four catch trials per run, participants on average detected 3.75 trials (SD = 0.69).

3.1.2. After scanning

ANOVA results of the ratings of the faces confirmed that the valence of tearful facial expressions (mean = 2.46, SE = 0.06) was perceived as more negative than expressions without tears (mean = 2.95, SE = 0.05) [F (1,14) = 26.265, p < 0.001], although average values of both distributed closely around the value of 2.5, implying relatively neutral expressions. Female faces (mean = 2.59, SE = 0.08) were in general rated as more negative than male ones (mean = 2.81, SE = 0.07) [F (1,14) = 15.813, p < 0.05], but no significant interaction was observed between the tear and gender factor.

3.2. Functional data

To investigate the potential effects of backgrounds and gender on the perception of tears, we performed a 2 (tear: tear and no tear) × 3 (background: negative, positive, and scrambled) × 2 (gender: female and male) repeated measures ANOVA. The results, summarized in Table 1, show a significant effect of tears, background, and the following interactions: tear × background, tear × gender, and background × gender. Each significant result is discussed in a separate paragraph below. The remaining interactions were not significant and are therefore not mentioned.

The main effect of tears was observed in the right lateral occipital gyrus [F (1,12) = 23.873, p < 0.001], where the perception of tears resulted in a significantly higher activation compared to the no tears condition (Fig. 2). In general, tearful faces seem to trigger a stronger brain response than faces without tears.

When investigating the main effect of the backgrounds, both positive and negative backgrounds resulted in stronger activation than scrambled backgrounds in all but one out of seven clusters (all p < 0.005, see Table 1). The activation in the remaining cluster, consisting of the left medial and superior frontal gyrus, was more substantial for scrambled backgrounds (p < 0.025). Therefore, the activation detected in most clusters was more robust for emotional backgrounds.

The interaction tear × background resulted in significant activation in four clusters, covering the right middle occipital gyrus [F (2,24) = 11.565], left superior parietal lobule [F (2,24) = 11.440] and left and right precuneus [F (2,24) = 10.139 and 11.897]. To understand which conditions drove the interaction, we looked at simple effects. Simple effects revealed that tears perception caused a stronger activation than seeing faces with no tears in all four clusters when the background was scrambled. The simple effect of tears remained significant only in the left precuneus when the images were presented in combination with a positive background. No brain area responded more to faces with tears than without them when the faces were presented on negative backgrounds; in contrast, the left superior parietal lobule and right precuneus responded more strongly to faces without tears. Furthermore, when looking at the differences within the tear condition, the left superior temporal lobule responded significantly stronger to scrambled...
Finally, gender effects (of the model) were investigated. Although we found a significant interaction between the tear and gender conditions, no difference between the target genders within the tear condition was observed. Similarly, no difference was detected between the presence and absence of tears in any of the genders.

In summary, the activation was stronger for faces with tears than without tears when the background was scrambled or positive. Negative backgrounds caused the activation to be stronger for faces without tears. Comparing only the conditions with tearful faces, both scrambled and positive backgrounds resulted in a stronger activation compared to negative backgrounds. The gender of the depicted individuals showed no effect in combination with tearful faces.

4. Discussion

The present study investigated the neural mechanisms of tear perception. It focused on whether the simultaneous presentation of a scene context influences this perception and whether the valence of the scene possibly determined this influence. Previous studies showed that, in the case of negative emotional expressions such as fear, anger, disgust, and tearless sadness, the affective meaning of the context influences the perception of a facial expression (Kret and de Gelder, 2010;...
perceive tearful individuals as more helpless, sad, friendly, and in need (Gra... of an overwhelming, intense positive emotion related to a loss, and separation (Vingerhoets, 2013). Happy tears can be regarded as a complex reaction; vocalizations just become weaker and less prevalent, into the clear congruency and the lack of a “boosting” effect on brain activation when the two were combined (i.e., one was not needed to further explain the other). However, tears provided crucial additional information when combined with positive and scrambled backgrounds, given the perhaps less apparent congruency between tears and positive backgrounds on the one hand and the lack of contextual information in the scrambled backgrounds on the other.

First, this interpretation is supported by the stronger activation caused by the negative scenes with tearless instead of tearful crying faces. Yet, when tears are combined with positive backgrounds, additional brain resources seem to be recruited presumably to generate an interpretation of the facial expressions consistent with the positive scene. The tears enabled a quick evaluation and facilitated processing of the negative context. When the negative background was presented without tears, the expectation of tears created a conflict, and additional brain resources (i.e., activation) were required to clarify the context correctly. The notion that tears are unambiguous is in line with the proposed biological function of tears, i.e., that they attract our attention (Picó et al., 2020a) and effectively stimulate the provision of needed support (Gracanin et al., 2018). The initial vocal crying of human infants originates from the distress calls of mammal infants (and infants of some bird species) to their parents ( Newman, 2007). Since a loud vocalization originates from the distress calls of mammal infants (and infants of some bird species) to their parents ( Newman, 2007). Since a loud vocalization...

A distinct finding was the lack of activation in the insula, the amygdala, and the ACC. These regions were consistently found in previous literature investigating the effect of tears (Sander and Scheich, 2005; Sander et al., 2007; Riem et al., 2011, 2012) and were associated with processing and understanding the affective components of other people’s emotional distress. Importantly, Riem et al. (2017) also failed to detect any activation associated with these regions. The key difference between the present and previous studies and the study by Riem et al. is the type of stimuli used. Previous studies all used auditory recordings of crying individuals, perhaps making the individual’s emotional state more ambiguous. The present study and the study by Riem et al. (2017) presented the participants with visual stimuli. In line with our congruency results, the insula, the amygdala, and the ACC were probably not involved while observing the visual stimuli due to the clarity of tears; the tears, as a visually unambiguous signal, need no further interpretation, which prevents the involvement of the regions providing additional emotional information. Moreover, on average, the presented faces were perceived as relatively neutral, further limiting the need for emotional interpretation.

Another notable result is the absence of a gender effect concerning tears. Social roles and the general higher crying proneness observed in women (Fischer and Lafrance, 2015; Vingerhoets and Scheirs, 2000) led us to anticipate that crying men might be perceived differently than crying women. Findings of proneness and causes of weeping rely mainly...
on self-reports that might already be fundamentally affected by stereotypes and gender-specific norms (Bekker and Vingerhoets, 2001; Fischer and Lafrance, 2015). We also observed a gender difference in our behavioral data collected after the scanning session, with the emotional valence of women on average being rated as more negative than that of men. However, the tears did not seem to affect the valence ratings of both genders differentially. On the other hand, a study in which participants were asked to rate pictures of crying and non-crying men and women (Fischer et al., 2013) showed that women were rated as more emotional, and men as more stoic when crying, entirely in line with the perceived social roles and stereotypes. However, Stadel et al. (2019) showed that the effect of tears on the willingness to help was less potent for male dyads (i.e., a male observer and a male crier) than for female or mixed ones.

Moreover, Fischer et al. (2013) also showed a distinctive influence of different contexts (namely work environment and romantic relationships), explaining the lack of interaction between tears and gender in the current study. In a professional setting, where tears are generally considered less appropriate, crying men were perceived as significantly more emotional, sadder, and less competent than crying women. Our study, however, included mainly contexts not inherently connected with more emotional, sadder, and less competent than crying women. Our study, however, included mainly contexts not inherently connected with social roles and more closely resembled the relationship condition of Fischer et al. (2013), where it is generally equally acceptable for both genders to cry (such as funerals and weddings). Furthermore, the study included only female participants and they (unlike men) have been shown to respond to criers similarly regardless of their gender (Vingerhoets and Bylsma, 2016). Overall, this interpretation remains speculative and should be explored in future studies.

A few limitations of the present study need pointing out. Although the sample size of this study was relatively small, we were able to replicate the results regarding the perception of adults with and without tears by Riem et al. (2017). The activation in the later occipital cortex as a response to tearful faces was shown in our study as well, indicating the reliability of the results of our participant sample. Secondly, as our sample consisted of only (highly empathic) females, it is hard to generalize our results to men. The previously found low willingness of men to support weeping men (Stadel et al., 2019) can perhaps also be reflected in their brain activation. Furthermore, empathic individuals focus longer on emotional stimuli than individuals with lower empathy levels (Martínez-Velázquez et al., 2020). Not limiting the participants to highly empathic individuals could perhaps decrease the strength of the brain activation or even restrict the activation in certain regions. Future studies should thus include more participants of both genders, allowing a comparison between them. Another potential limitation is the lack of compound stimuli validation. Backgrounds and emotional faces were validated separately, implying that it is still possible that the crying faces combined with, for example, positive backgrounds could sometimes be interpreted as negative (i.e., a person is crying at a party out of sadness because nobody came to their party instead of crying out of joy).

Moreover, the images of emotional faces depicted real instead of acted emotional reactions, so it is possible that the emotions of the facial expressions were not consistently or uniformly recognized across participants. However, this is less likely because the participants validated the facial expressions. Finally, we used only static images of faces with visible tears in the present study. However, it is essential to realize that emotional crying is a more comprehensive biological response consisting of visible tears as well as vocalizations and sobbing, which includes dynamic muscle contractions of the face and even tears. Still, additional studies with more complex multi-modal stimuli would be essential to understand the perception and processing of crying fully.

In conclusion, our study suggests that tears present a clear, strong, and evolutionarily important signal of weakness and helplessness that facilitates social bonding and is insensitive to context. Unlike what has been shown for other facial expressions such as tearless sadness and anger, the valence of the context, which is processed in parallel, is not needed to clarify the tearful facial expression. Further research is, however, necessary to shed some more light on the role of the specific brain structures involved in tear perception.
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